SEEKING
DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS
TO JOIN HUMANIM’S TEAM
You bring the passion, we’ll provide the experience!
Looking for experience in the psychology,
special education, or human services field? Join
Humanim's Developmental Disability Services
and help us meet our mission of improving
the lives of individuals with developmental
disabilities! We have immediate full and part
time openings in our day, residential and
personal support programs.

The Position
We’re looking for direct support staff to work with
individuals with intellectual and developmental
disabilities in a variety of locations, hours and settings

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
△ Desire to make a positive impact in your community
△ Must be 18 or older

Why Should You Apply?
△ If you want a career that’s designed to
improve the lives of those around you, look
no further!

△ Have a high school diploma or GED

△ Gain transferrable skills and experience in
the human services field

△ Have a valid driver’s license (with fewer than 5 points)
and access to a personal vehicle

△ Flexible schedules to accommodate school
or childcare

IDEAL CANDIDATES WILL HAVE:
△ Foundational beliefs of Person-Centered Practices
and Community Inclusion
△ Passion to make a difference
△ Excitement and creativity in coming up with program
activities

Program Locations:
We have day programs in Baltimore City and Columbia,
and serve individuals in the community in the Greater
Baltimore area.

LEARN MORE
Apply Online at www.humanim.org/careers
When applying, be sure to include your work preferences.

△ Take advantage of Humanim’s DSP
Apprenticeship Program and other
professional development opportunities
△ Turn your passion into a profession
△ Make a positive impact in your community

ABOUT HUMANIM
Humanim is a non-profit organization dedicated
to building pathways to employment, personal
autonomy, and economic opportunity for those
who need it most. Our culture may be fast-paced
and entrepreneurial, but our environment is
friendly and inspiring. As a six time winner of The
Baltimore Sun's “Best Places to Work,” Humanim
offers a comprehensive benefits package,
including flexible hours and locations, a casual
working environment, plus lots of opportunity to
make an impact and grow professionally.

